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I hope you all had a good weekend. 
  
On Saturday, it was possible to get in your car on the Outer Banks of North Carolina and drive west to 
Los Angeles and never go through a state where the pandemic numbers were going in the right 
direction. And this is happening as we are “opening up” for the summer months, demonstrating and 
protesting in crowds, and contemplating opening of movie theaters (among other public spaces). 
  
I heard a discussion this morning about what life was like prior to the discovery of antibiotics and 
vaccines. We built railroads, mines, and factories. We built and then densely populated cities. And we 
had a grudging acceptance that some numbers of us were going to die from diseases we could not 
prevent nor cure. What is different today is that we expect to be able to prevent, if not treat, 
communicable diseases so that we minimize mortality. Yet we are living with a virus that has no vaccine 
(the best prevention) and no cure. 
  
So all we have is the litany of things under our control that will delay being inundated by the virus. You 
already know what they are. You just have to remember to use them. And that is the message again, 
and for quite some time. Even as we “open up,” even as the weather gets better, even as we are out 
doing more “normal” things, stay alert, stick with what we can do to prevent infection, and stay safe. 
  
National, State and Regional 
  
On the national scene, people are tired of the pandemic. “Quarantine fatigue” is now a thing. The 
weather gets better and people wish to resume normal life. The White House Task Force is not visible. 
Key leaders don’t wear masks in public. People want to bend science to meet public expectations. 
  
Politico this morning reports that “52% of reported coronavirus cases in the U.S. are missing information 
on race and ethnicity.” Why is this important? “We’re flying blind until this comes in,” said Brett Giroir, 
Assistant Secretary of HHS and coronavirus testing czar. “It’s a flaw in the system. We can’t develop a 
national strategy to reach the underserved, or know how well we’re doing, until we have the data that 
shows us if we’re reaching them or not.” 
  
Contact tracing is greatly underfunded but states are not waiting to reopen. 
  
The good news is that there are now legislative efforts in Congress to make Telehealth a permanent tool 
in healthcare. 
  
Massachusetts is currently one of the states where the numbers are going in the right direction. If you 
want to see the latest statistics in Massachusetts, go to the DPH Dashboard 
at: https://www.mass.gov/doc/covid-19-dashboard-june-14-2020/download 
  

https://www.mass.gov/doc/covid-19-dashboard-june-14-2020/download


Looking at statistics from Baystate and Cooley, our local hospital systems are not overwhelmed. 
  
At VMG 
  
Our third edition of our VMG Patient Newsletter is going to be emailed to patients beginning tomorrow. 
The Newsletter discusses what we have all done to continue to provide care while keeping our patients, 
staff and practitioners as safe as possible. 
  
Our Ambulatory Surgery and Procedures Center (ASPC) in Amherst reopened today for colonoscopy at a 
somewhat reduced schedule. The plan is to continue at a slower pace for a while and then open to 
increased volume as we prove we can handle that volume. 
  
On the lighter side of things, a winged visitor was successfully removed from a vestibule at GHC today 
(he was just hanging around). Thank you, Randy, for your service. 
  
  
  
Margit Walker sent me this chart of activities, ranked by risk level, from Yahoo Finance as you consider 
which activities to resume. 
https://scontent.fbed1-2.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.0-
9/fr/cp0/e15/q65/104236249_10220464215368877_7785438317916658267_n.jpg?_nc_cat=111&_nc_
sid=110474&efg=eyJpIjoidCJ9&_nc_ohc=gh6rwn7ogM8AX82kqEZ&_nc_ht=scontent.fbed1-
2.fna&_nc_tp=14&oh=ae85c7a1e6d52dd961a9baad0b9e5ce0&oe=5F0D2EE0 

And, for those of you with children of the Sesame Street age at home, here’s a link to the ABC’s of 
COVID-19 from Saturday. It should help. https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/13/app-news-section/cnn-
sesame-street-abcs-of-covid-19-town-hall-june-13-2020-app/index.html 
  
  
And again, please continue to be careful and…. 
  

         Please wash your hands (often), 

         Don’t’ touch your face, 

         Maintain social/physical distancing (it works), 

         Definitely wear a mask (it is not a political statement; it’s a public health good), 

         Continue to be in touch with and take care of each other, and help to educate 
everyone. 

  
Be well, 
  
Joel 
Be patient; be mindful 
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